Feeding and Finishing... More jobs in

More jobs out
The DocuColor 6060 Digital Color Press is all about helping you make your business better through a single-minded pursuit of productivity from start to finish.

DocuColor 6060 vastly improves your productivity with feeding and finishing options that meet your needs exactly through scalability and ultimate flexibility. The wide range of options that the system’s modularity offers lets you bring in more business than ever before and turn out a wider variety of finished documents that are bound to impress.

Productivity from start...

The first step toward higher productivity

Reliable and fast feeding is the first step in satisfying your need for productivity. Without it, you are limited even before the process of printing begins. With it, the full benefit of the DocuColor 6060 Digital Color Press’ ability to produce jobs at new levels of efficiency shines through.

DocuColor 6060 offers solid, high capacity feeding options that help you save time and labor, boost your production efficiency by printing with fewer interruptions, and run every kind and size of stock that your jobs demand. The characteristic Xerox modular design provides redundancy that keeps DocuColor 6060 producing output—on different substrates from multiple pick points.

A productive print job can’t begin without productive feeding. The DocuColor 6060 feeding system gives you a jump on productivity by starting the printing process more quickly and more reliably. The result is a continuing stream of print jobs that satisfies your demands for productivity and profit.

Finish with a good impression

The right finishing can be the finishing touch on improving your bottom line, whether you are trying to expand your product offerings, produce the same products with less manual labor, or impress new business prospects.

With the addition of DocuColor 6060 and its robust and scalable finishing options, you can produce and sell documents that were either previously impossible or that had to go through more time consuming bindery steps. DocuColor 6060 finishing gives you the option of inline equipment that enables you to print and finish at unprecedented speeds, or nearline solutions that allow you to use existing bindery machines and workflows.

There are future loyal customers looking for the right print quality and the right finishing at the right cost. DocuColor 6060 and its finishing capabilities—designed with the profitability of your company in mind—represent the intersection of those important attributes.

A single source solution... from engineering to service

You think of feeding and finishing together in one thought. They are inextricably entwined.

Just as feeding and finishing jump to mind as a single concept, when you think of a supplier for all of your feeding and finishing needs, it should bring only one name to mind. Xerox.

Xerox is the single source supplier that provides complete feeding and finishing. It starts with co-engineering between Xerox and third-party suppliers to assure that the DocuColor 6060 feeding and finishing solution is seamless in its efficiency. It continues with upfront consultation that considers the unique needs of your business and recommends the best solution.

And it carries on into the future with a single point of contact when you need service for your DocuColor 6060. In short, if you need assistance—whether it is with a Xerox module or third-party finishing device—a call to Xerox will provide an answer.

It’s as simple as that.
It’s a reaction we’ve heard before. Finished documents elicit a stronger reaction than even the highest quality color output.

You are accustomed to seeing gorgeous color prints from Xerox digital color equipment. But perhaps you haven’t had the opportunity to see that output turned into professional, high-profit, finished documents.

Your customers may have a similar reaction. But instead, theirs will likely be…

“Wow, you can do that?”

When you answer:

- Yes, we can do that in exact quantities.
- Yes, we can do that in stunning color.
- Yes, we can do that and segment your market with variable information.
- Yes, we can do that—today, tomorrow, and next month—with consistent image quality.

You will have a new customer.

You can elevate your business in a lot of ways. Certainly, adding astounding color to documents with the DocuColor® 6060 Digital Color Press is one way. But what happens when you turn that output into something more?

Undeniably, the value of documents goes up when they are professionally finished. When the Xerox DocuColor 6060 finishing solutions turn your output into high-impact books and documents, they become the assets that business will pay for.
Continuous feeding, continual profit

The DocuColor® 6060 Digital Color Press' flexible and continuous feeding supplies an uninterrupted stream of a range of papers that business demands.

**Feeder Module**

The DocuColor 6060 Feeder Module is proven Xerox feeding technology. It is reliable and robust and it helps you continually output jobs on a range of stocks and substrates.

Continuous feeding extends the productive workday by allowing you to run with fewer interruptions for loading paper or for jams:

- **Load While Run** functionality allows you to load paper while DocuColor 6060 continues to produce outstanding color prints. You run with fewer interruptions.

- A highly accurate detection system delivers unsurpassed job and sheet integrity. You reap the benefits of more uptime.

- Auto-tray switching keeps DocuColor 6060 running even when one tray runs out of paper. You stay more productive with less operator intervention.

- Duplex virtually any stock without appreciably slowing down.

- Feed media as small as 7.17” x 7.17” and as large as 12.6” x 19.2” (182.12 mm x 182.12 mm to 320.04 mm x 487.68 mm) and say yes to more customer jobs.

---

**Feeder Module key specifications**

- Feeds stocks from 16 lb. Bond/45 lb. Text to 110 lb. Cover (64 to 300 gsm)

- Two 2,000 sheet configurable trays

- With two optional trays in a secondary feeder module, extend total capacity to 8,000 sheets and run up to four different stocks per job
Pace-setting document finishing...

The DocuColor® 6060 Digital Color Press finishing modules keep pace with the unprecedented speeds of DocuColor 6060 and set the pace for the growth of your business and your bottom line.

**High Capacity Stacker**
Non-stop production enhances your printshop’s turnaround times… and ultimately your profitability.

The option of a High Capacity Stacker gives DocuColor 6060 supremely flexibility. Output directed to high capacity roll-away carts can be moved directly to the bindery for finishing. Two carts are included for continuous printing.

Production goes on and on...

**High Capacity Stacker/Stapler**
The High Capacity Stacker/Stapler offers the capacity to keep you productive, offset stacks to organize the plentiful output of DocuColor 6060, and one or two staples in multiple positions in both portrait and landscape documents.

- Automatically change from one application to another in seconds.
- Reliably handle coated and uncoated stocks and use advanced error and job recovery features to ensure long periods of unattended, uninterrupted operation.

**Offsetting Catch Tray**
For your day-to-day operations, the Offsetting Catch Tray is the perfect option to keep you productive. The catch tray can automatically sort up to 500 sheets into offset stacks.

- Automatically change from one job to the next with no adjustments.
- An ideal solution for ultra-short or on-demand applications.
- With regular unloading, the tray’s easy access allows unloading with virtually no downtime.

**High Capacity Stacker/Stapler**

- Stacks up to 2,000 24 lb. Bond, 60 lb. Text (90 gsm) sheets
- Top tray holds up to 250 24 lb. Bond, 60 lb. Text (90 gsm) sheets
- Staples up to 50 24 lb. Bond, 60 lb. Text (90 gsm) sheets
- Self threading stitch heads mean toolless cassette changes
One setup, one operator, one pass

Set up at a moment’s notice. Walk away and perform other tasks. Unload fully finished, professional documents.

Sound good? Sounds like the DocuColor® 6060 Digital Color Press at work.

ColorWorks 2000 BookletMaker

key specifications

• Stores 15 job set up profiles
• Stitches and trims up to 20 sheets for 80 page booklets (24 lb. Bond, 60 lb. Text, 90 gsm)
• Holds up to 5,000 staples

ColorWorks™ 2000 BookletMaker

So much of business wants more than printed sheets. The enterprise that can provide not only outstanding color prints, but high-impact finished documents, will be the one most likely to find new avenues of business.

The compact Horizon CW-2000 produces professional looking finished documents inline. Use it to perform functions that include signature booklet making, side and corner stitching, offset stacking, scoring, and face and bleed trimming for edge-to-edge color.

• The touch-screen LCD allows automated set-ups, changeovers, and simple operation.
• The CW-2000 feeds preprinted covers or precollated sheets via an optional interposer.
• The Scorer prevents image cracking and provides flatter folds especially on cross-grain applications.
You know that bound documents have a higher profit margin, but binding documents is time-consuming and expensive, right?

Not when you do it inline as fast as the press can produce prints.

The Xerox DB120-D Document Binder binds documents in-house—without manual labor—at the full rated speed of DocuColor 6060. Turn 8.5" x 11" or A4 documents of up to 120 pages into professional looking documents that are incredibly durable and secure.

Your personnel can tend to other tasks without devoting time to the finishing process. They simply program the job, come back and it is perfect bound. A barcode sensor ensures the covers are the right size for the job.

- All of your work—and your profit—stay in-house.
- You immediately go to the top of customers’ lists who need professionally bound documents and quick turnarounds.

DFA-compliant devices

Document Finishing Architecture (DFA) is an open standard that defines the logical and physical connections that allow third-party devices to connect to DocuColor 6060.

If a finishing device is DFA-compliant, we’ve done the homework to make sure that it will work with DocuColor 6060. This opens DocuColor 6060 up to a range of third-party vendor finishers such as booklet makers, scorers, and binders.

Simply stated, if you have a need and there is a DFA-compliant device that you want to add to DocuColor 6060 to fill that need, do so with confidence.

Xerox DB120-D Document Binder

key specifications

- Binder holds up to 120 sheets (24 lb. Bond, 60 lb. Text, 90 gsm)
- Two cover trays each hold up to 150 covers (24 lb. Bond, 60 lb. Text, 90 gsm)
- Handles five standard cover sizes. Custom sizes are available.
Feeding and Finishing for business success

DocuColor 6060 feeding and finishing help every aspect of the printing industry succeed.

Print businesses succeed with a profitable investment that fits in their current business model.

Print buyers succeed with higher value finished goods and printing services that meet their clients’ needs.

Graphic artists and designers succeed with high-quality, high-impact finished output that brings their ideas into reality.